Why submit your editorial to MODISCH, ?
If you’re a fashion-beauty photographer, sensual photographer, blogger, stylist, or other creative professional, one
of the best ways to gain exposure is through fashion magazine submissions. Presently, with so many new online
and digital publications appearing lately, you no longer have to wait until your work makes it into the pages of a
top-tier magazine like Vogue or Harper’s Bazaar . You, yes YOU, can start building your portfolio of tear sheets
today by learning the secrets of fashion magazine submissions. If you’re reading this article to see what magazines
accept fashion magazine submissions, you came to the right place. If you’re here because you want to submit your
work or be featured on MODISCH, .
As a result of advancements in communication, the business of fashion magazines and publishing is
quickly changing. Due to the rise of social media and content publishing platforms like Instagram and Issuu, many
of the barriers to publishing no longer exist. Even though large publishing powerhouses still dominate our news
feeds and newsstands, even they too are being forced to evolve. Because of this change in fashion magazine
publishing, there is now a new market of readers giving way to a new era of fashion publishers, The Independent
Fashion Magazine.

Keeping up with MODISCH, Submissions
While many professionals in the industry have mixed emotions about this “fast-fashion” barrage of media, there’s
no denying the power of this quick-fire exposure. Just years ago, many of us were spending our late nights
responding to castings and writing on profile walls of ModelMayhem (you know we’ve all been there), attempting
to coordinate photoshoots or find new creative talent to work with. For many of us this proved to a pivotal time in
network building and We are sure it feels somewhat nostalgic to think back now. However, the days of forums and
online castings are quickly losing their momentum and the future of fashion publishing is about speed. So how
exactly do you keep up and ‘go with the flow’?
The simple answer is, Exposure. Your job as a creative professional is to get your work in front of as many eyes as
possible and through doing so you’ll make valuable connections along the way. Sure, some of them will be
irrelevant or maybe some connections just won’t quite meet your “aesthetic”, but the more you present your work
to new audiences of viewers the more likely it is that you will make a connection that can truly transform your
career.

Are you fashion-beauty photographers, sensual photographers, bloggers, writers, models or
other creative professional, NO MATTERS.

You can SUBMIT your creative works. ;-)
We occasionally accept submissions for online exclusive features and pitches for print. So please feel free to e-mail
us with ideas and samples of your work. Furthermore we are also always on the lookout for new and regular
contributors, including photographers, stylists, writers, illustrators and graphic designers. So, whether you are an
established professional or the new kid on the block and you feel your work suits our style and quality, we can't
wait to hear from you! When submitting photo shoots, please send a full selection of photographs and a credit list
for all clothing/accessories used. If submitting a concept, please include text as well as visuals to explain your ideas
and suggestions for potential models.
Writers need to include samples of articles (published or unpublished), in particular interviews and in-depth
features, with a brief pitch for three story ideas.

How to submit your work to MODISCH, Magazine?

Editorial Submissions
We can only accept photos from the photographer, as they are the copyright holder of the images. If you are a
model, makeup artist, hairstylist, or wardrobe stylist interested in being published by MODISCH, please have the
photographer that you work with send us the images. If you are an artist submitting artwork, you certify that you
are the original creator of the images and hold the copyrights.

REQUIREMENTS











All submissions must be sent to submissions@modischmagazine.com
Submit by attaching the individual low-res files to your email – Please, NO ZIP FILES OR DOWNLOAD
LINKS! We will NOT download any files and your story will remain unseen.
Editorial submissions should be a minimum of 4 images.
We strongly prefer editorials that either feature inexpensive clothing items or those of an up-and-coming
designer or brand. (Though, we will occasionally make exceptions if the quality of the editorial is strong.)
Thrifted & vintage items are more than welcome, too!
For fashion submissions, DO NOT submit a set of images with models wearing the same look. That does
not qualify as a fashion story & will be rejected. Models should wear a variety of hair/makeup looks for
beauty submissions, as well.
Try to include different image types in your editorial. (landscape, portrait, full-length, close-up, etc.)
Nudity is allowed, however it must be implemented in a tasteful manner.
Images should not have been published through any other form of print or online media (with the
exception of your own promotional tools — your website, blog, portfolio, cards, etc.)

NOTE: All submitters shooting for MODISCH, Magazine are not 100% guaranteed to be featured in an upcoming
issue or online feature. Our editorial team reviews every submission and reserve all rights on their selection.

Once approved publication, we will require the following from you:
All credits - from models and their agencies used to assistants that helped at the shoot and products and brands
featured.
Image requirements - High resolution Images - 300dpi minimum. CMYK.
Please only send finals in TIFF File Formats.
Please submit images, team credits, and styling credits to submissions@modischmagazine.com through email or
wetransfer.com for larger files.
Be sure to include a title for your editorial, along with team & clothing credits (where applicable) – For team
credits, list all related agencies & management firms.(e.g. Photographer: John Doe, Model: Jane Doe @ ABC
agency, etc.) – For clothing credits, list each article of clothing featured, along with the designer/brand name.
All credit information should be sent as a Word document or a readable PDF. – Be sure to list them with the
corresponding file name, so we know which photo you’re referring to. (e.g. Photo_123: Forever 21 top, Zara heels,
etc.)
Please double-check to make sure all credit information is accurate! Credits will be published exactly as sent. Any
errors will not be our responsibility.
Send Instagram handles of each member of team for us to credit once published

Article Submissions
CONTENTS MUST INCLUDE
Writer can propose article topic about new fashion designers, makeup artists/stylists, collection reviews,
interviewing models/designers/fashion icons, the newest fashion trends, fashion week, this upcoming seasons
trends, etc.
Stay more to current fashion (nothing about Vintage/ Thrifted — MODISCH's main focus is on current/high-end
fashion) but you can talk about how past trends/styles/collections relate to ones of today.

REQUIREMENTS
Concept Proposals must be sent to MODISCH, Magazine for approval before submission.





All articles must include hi-res images to be incorporated with the article spreads. If you have any
particular images that you would like to be paired with your article, please provide MODISCH, with either
links (the larger the size, the better) or as an email attachment. You must provide us with the source link
to each image.
Minimum word count - 700 words
Send all concept proposals to submissions@modischmagazine.com

PERKS
— Your name will be credited along with a link to your website (if you are a blogger/writer).
— You will be provided with tear sheets of your featured article along with the cover of the issue and the
table of contents.

Other Submissions
Graphic Designers and Illustrators we would love to see samples of your work. Please either send us low res
images or a link to your work.
If you are an Agent and would like one of your talents to be featured, please simply provide us with their latest
profile/resume or press release.

Sincerely yours,
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